Mini Wallet Key Fobs
by Sherry Titzer - http://www.atimetostitch.com
Supplies:
1 pc vilene or Aqua Magic wash away stabilizer to fit your hoop.
1 pc eazy felt (stiffened felt) 4" x 6 3/4" (if easy felt not available, use Peltex or Timtex instead)
2 pcs fabric 5" x 8" for body of wallet, 1 pc fabric 5" x 6" for pocket
1 pc fusible medium weight interfacing 5" x 6" (for pocket)
2 strips of wonder under (transfer fusing web) 3/4" x 5" (for pocket)
1/2" or 5/8" button snap & 1 metal eyelet (for key chain or key ring)
Prepare pockets first! Iron fusible interfacing to wrong side of pocket fabric. Iron strips of wonder under to both of the
5" wide ends. Fold fabric over at inside edge of wonder under and iron to crease. Remove paper from wonder under
and iron folded edges again to fuse. Finished pocket should be 4 1/2" x 5". Optional - top stitch across folds.

1. Hoop wash away stabilizer in hoop. Stitch the outline
directly on the stabilizer, no fabric yet. Extend the small
horizontal lines stitched at the sides of the outline to 1”
long with a marker so you can see them better later on!

2. Remove hoop, center eazy felt inside outline. The
corners of the felt will extend past the outline but it is
trimmed later. Tape in place at the corners. Now, center
piece of fabric over the easy felt, tape in place at corners
and put hoop back on machine.

3. Next color stop tacks the fabric & felt down. Continue
stitching design following the step by step instructions in
text file provided with your designs.

4. When instructed, flip hoop over and center fabric over
outline. Tape at corners, put hoop on machine. Next color
stop stitches small circles for snap placement.
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5. Flip hoop over again. Center prepared pocket between
6. Remove hoop and trim excess fabric and felt from
placement lines previously marked on stabilizer. Tape in
around design on BOTH sides of the hoop. Put hoop back
place, put hoop on machine. Next color stop tacks fabric &
on machine.
pocket down, stitches fold lines & eyelet placement circle.

7. The last color in the design stitches the final satin
stitched edge to finish the edges.

8. Trim design from stabilizer cutting 1/16" inch from satin
stitches. Run warm wet rag along the edge to dissolve the
remaining stabilizer and let dry.

9. Install button snap centered over small placement circles at the top and bottom of the wallet fob following the snap
manufacturer's instructions. Install metal eyelet over small circle that was stitched at the end of the top fold line. Add a
key ring or key chain and you're finished!
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